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1. Introduction 
Fuzzy control systems have experienced a big growth of industrial applications in the recent 
decades, because of their reliability and effectiveness. Many researches are investigated on 
the Takagi-Sugeno models [1], [2] and [3] last decades. Two classes of Lyapunov functions 
are used to analysis these systems: quadratic Lyapunov functions and non-quadratic 
Lyapunov ones which are less conservative than first class. Many researches are 
investigated with non-quadratic Lyapunov functions [4]-[6], [7].  
Recently, Takagi–Sugeno fuzzy model approach has been used to examine nonlinear 
systems with time-delay, and different methodologies have been proposed for analysis and 
synthesis of this type of systems [1]-[11], [12]-[13]. Time delay often occurs in many 
dynamical systems such as biological systems, chemical system, metallurgical processing 
system and network system. Their existences are frequently a cause of infeasibility and poor 
performances.  
The stability approaches are divided into two classes in term of delay. The fist one tries to 
develop delay independent stability criteria. The second class depends on the delay size of 
the time delay, and it called delay dependent stability criteria. Generally, delay dependent 
class gives less conservative stability criteria than independent ones.  
Two classes of Lyapunov-Razumikhin function are used to analysis these systems: quadratic 
Lyapunov-Razumikhin function and non-quadratic Lyapunov- Razumikhin ones. The use 
of first class brings much conservativeness in the stability test. In order to reduce the 
conservatism entailed in the previous results using quadratic function. 
As the information about the time derivatives of membership function is considered by the 
PDC fuzzy controller, it allows the introduction of slack matrices to facilitate the stability 
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analysis. The relationship between the membership function of the fuzzy model and the 
fuzzy controllers is used to introduce some slack matrix variables. The boundary 
information of the membership functions is brought to the stability condition and thus offers 
some relaxed stability conditions [5]. 
In this chapter, a new stability conditions for time-delay Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy systems by 
using fuzzy Lyapunov-Razumikhin function are presented. In addition, a new stabilization 
conditions for Takagi Sugeno time-delay uncertain fuzzy models based on the use of fuzzy 
Lyapunov function are presented. This criterion is expressed in terms of Linear Matrix 
Inequalities (LMIs) which can be efficiently solved by using various convex optimization 
algorithms [8],[9]. The presented methods are less conservative than existing results. 
The organization of the chapter is as follows. In section 2, we present the system description 
and problem formulation and we give some preliminaries which are needed to derive 
results.  Section 3 will be concerned to stability and stabilization analysis for   T-S fuzzy 
systems with Parallel Distributed Controller (PDC). An observer approach design is derived 
to estimate state variables. Section 5 will be concerned to stabilization analysis for time-
delay T-S fuzzy systems based on Razumikhin theorem. Next, a new robust stabilization 
condition for uncertain system with time delay is given in section 6. Illustrative examples 
are given in section 7 for a comparison of previous results to demonstrate the advantage of 
proposed method. Finally section 8 makes conclusion. 
Notation: Throughout this chapter, a real symmetric matrix 0S   denotes S  being a positive 
definite matrix. The superscript ‘‘T’’ is used for the transpose of a matrix.  
2. System description and preliminaries  
Consider an uncertain T-S fuzzy continuous model with time-delay for a nonlinear system 
as follows: 
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               

  (1) 
where  1,2, , , 1,2, ,ijM i r j p   is the fuzzy set and r is the number of model rules;   nx t   is the state vector,   mu t   is the input vector, n niA  , n niD  , n miB  , 
and    1 , , pz t z t are known premise variables,  t is a continuous vector-valued initial 
function on ,0   ; the time-delay  t may be unknown but is assumed to be smooth 
function of time.. , i iA D   and iB are time-varying matrices representing parametric 
uncertainties in the plant model. These uncertainties are admissibly norm-bounded and 
structured.  
   0 ,     1,t t d       
where 0  and d are two scalars.  
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The final outputs of the fuzzy systems are: 





i i i i i i ix t h z t x t tA A D D x t B B u t

          (2) 
    ,    ,0 ,x t t t       
where  
       1 2 pz t z t z t z t     
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   for all t. 
The term   1i jM z t  is the grade of membership of  jz t  in 1iM  
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for all t. 
The time derivative of premise membership functions is given by: 





z t dx t dx th
h z t
dt dtz t x t
 

         
We have the following property: 








   (3) 
Consider a PDC fuzzy controller based on the derivative membership function and given by 
the equation (4) 
            
1 1
r r
i i m m
i m
u t h z t F x t h z t K x t
 
      (4) 
The fuzzy controller design consists to determine the local feedback gains ,andi mF K  in the 
consequent parts. The state variables are determined by an observer which detailed in next 
section.  
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By substituting (4) into (2), the closed-loop fuzzy system without time-delay can be 
represented as: 
                
1 1 1
r r r
i j i i j m i m i i
i j m
x t h z t h z t A B F h z t B K x t D x t t   
  
              
  (5) 
    ,    ,0 ,x t t t       
where ;i i i i i i i i iA A A D D D and B B B            
The system without uncertainties is given by equation  
                
1 1 1
r r r
i j i i j m i m i i
i j m
x t h z t h z t A B F h z t B K x t D x t t
  
              
  (6) 
    ,    ,0 ,x t t t       
The open-loop system is given by the equation (7), 
           
1
r
i i i i
i
x t h z t A x t D x t t 

    (7) 
    ,   ,0 ,x t t t       
Assumption 1 
The time derivative of the premises membership function is upper bounded such that
k kh  , for 1, ,k r  , where, , 1, ,k k r   are given positive constants. 
Assumption 2 
The matrices denote the uncertainties in the system and take the form of  
 
 i i i
i i i
i a a a
i b b b
A D F t E
B D F t E
  
 
where , ,  and 
i i i ia b a b
D D E E are known constant matrices and    and
i ia b
F t F t are unknown 
matrix functions satisfying : 
   









F t F t I t
F t F t I t
    
 
where I is an appropriately dimensioned identity matrix. 
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Lemma 1 (Boyd et al. Schur complement [16]) 
Given constant matrices 1 2 3,  and    with appropriate dimensions, where 1 1T   and 
2 2
T   , then 
1
1 3 2 3 0
T       





T            
   
Lemma 2 (Peterson and Hollot [2]) 
Let  , ,  and TQ Q H E F t satisfying    TF t F t I are appropriately dimensional matrices 
then the follow-ing inequality 
    0T T TQ HF t E E F t H    
is true, if and only if the following inequality holds for any 0   
1 0T TQ HH E E     
Theorem 1 (Razumikhin Theorem)[5]  
 Suppose , , :u v w    are continuous, non-decreasing functions satisfying   0,u s   
  0 v s   and 0w s  for 0s  ,    0 0 0,u v  and v strictly increasing. If there exist a 
continuous function : nV    and a continuous non-decreasing function  p s s  for 
0s   such that 
      , ,        ,   ,nu x V t x v x t x      (8) 
          ,      , , ,     ,0 ,V t x w x if V t x t p V t x              (9) 
then the solution 0x   of (7) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Lemma 3 [6] 
Assume that ana , bnb , a bn nN  are defined on the interval  . Then, for any 
matrices a an nX  , a bn nY   and b bn nZ  , the following holds: 






a aX Y N
a Nb d d
b bY N Z
      
                     (10) 
 





     
. 
Lemma 4 [9] 
The unforced fuzzy time delay system described by (7) with u = 0 is uniformly 
asymptotically stable if there exist matrices 0,P  0,iS  ,aiX ,diX ,aijZ ,dijZ and iY , such 
that the following LMIs hold: 
 
   2 1
0
T T
i i ai di i i i
T T
i i i
PA A P X X P Y Y PD
Y D P S
             
  (11) 
 iS P  (12) 
 T
j aij jA Z A P  (13) 















     
 (16) 
3. Basic stability and stabilization conditions  
In order to design an observer for state variables, this section introduce two theorem 
developed for continuous TS fuzzy model for open-loop and closed-loop. First, consider the 
open-loop system without time-delay given by equation(17). 





x t h z t A x t

  (17) 
The main approach for T-S fuzzy model stability is given in theorem follows. This approach 
is based on introduction of  parameter which influences the stability region.  
Theorem 2 [17] 
Under assumption 1 and for 0 1  , the Takagi Sugeno fuzzy system (17) is stable if there 
exist positive definite symmetric matrices , 1,2, ,kP k r  , matrix TR R  such that the 
following LMIs hold. 
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  0, 1, ,kP R k r    (18) 
  0, 1, ,jP R j r    (19) 
 
   
    
1
2
   0,   
T
i j j i
T
j i i j
P A P R P R A
A P R P R A i j
  
 
   
    
 (20) 





P P R 

  and 1    
Proof  
The proof of this theorem is given in detailed in article published in [17].  
The closed-loop system without time delay is given by equation (21) 






i i ii i j
i i i j
G G
x t h z t h z t G x t h z t h z t x t
 
          (21) 
where  
ij i i jG A B F  and ii i i iG A B F  . 
In this section we define a fuzzy Lyapunov function and then consider stability conditions. 
A sufficient stability condition, for ensuring stability is given follows.  
Theorem 2[18] 
Under assumption 1, and assumption 2 and for given 0 1  , the Takagi-Sugeno system 
(21) is stable if there exist positive definite symmetric matrices , 1,2, ,kP k r  , and ,R  
matrices 1 , , rF F  such that the following LMIs hols. 
  0, 1, ,kP R k r    (22) 
 0,    1,2, ,jP R j r     (23) 
 
    
 
0,   
, 1, ,
T
ii k k iiP G P R P R G
i k r





     0,  2 2
for , , 1,2, ,  such that 
T
ij ji ij ji
k k
G G G G
P R P R
i j k r i j
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where 






P P R 

   
4. Observer design for T-S fuzzy continuous model 
In order to determine state variables of system, this section gives a solution by the mean of 
fuzzy observer design.  
A stabilizing observer-based controller can be formulated as follow: 
 
              











x t h z t A x t B u t L C x t y t
u t h z t F x t








The closed-loop fuzzy system can be represented as: 
 
               




i j i i j
i j
r r r
i j i j
i j
x t h z t h z t A B F h z t H R x t







        






           
1 1
r r
i j i i j
i j
e t h z t h z t A K C e t
 
   (28) 
The augmented system is represented as follows: 
 
         










i j ii a i j a
j i i j
x t h z t h z t G x t
G G











    











A B F h B H R B F h B H R
G
A K C
   
  
     
          
    
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By applying Theorem 2[18] in the augmented system (29) we derive the following Theorem. 
Theorem 3 
Under assumption 1 and for given 0 1  , the Takagi-Sugeno system (29) is stable if there 
exist positive definite symmetric matrices , 1,2, ,kP k r  , and ,R  matrices 1 , , rF F  such 
that the following LMIs hols. 
  0, 1, ,kP R k r    (30) 
 0,    1,2, ,jP R j r     (31) 
 
    
 
0,   
, 1, ,
T
ii k k iiP G P R P R G
i k r
     


  (32) 
     0,  2 2
for , , 1,2, ,  such that 
T
ij ji ij ji
k k
G G G G
P R P R
i j k r i j










i i j i i j i
ij
i i j
A B F h B H R B F h B H R
G
A K C
   
  
          






P P R 

   
Proof 
The result follows immediately from the Theorem 2[18]. 
5. Stabilization of continuous T-S Fuzzy model with time-delay  
The aim of this section is to prove the asymptotic stability of the time-delay system (6) based 
on the combination between Lyapunov theory and the Razumikhin theorem [5]. 
Theorem 4  
Under assumption 1 and for given 0 1  , the unforced fuzzy time delay system described 
by (7) with 0u  is uniformly asymptotically stable if there exist matrices 0, 1,2, , ,kP k r   
0,iS  ,aijX  ,diX ,aijZ ,dijZ iY , and X , such that the following LMIs hold: 
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   
      
 




k ij ij k
k iT
aij di k i i
T T
ii i k
P P X G G P X
P X D
X X P X Y Y
SY D P X
     

                   







ij i i j
P P X







  i kS P X   (35) 
  Tij aij ij kG Z G P X   (36) 















     
 (39) 
Proof  
Let consider the fuzzy Lyapunov function as  
        T kV x x t V x x t  (40) 





V x h P X

   
Given the matrix property, clearly, 
            2 2min max ,Tk k kP X x t x t P X x t P X x t          
where  min max denotes the smallest (largest) eigenvalue of the matrix.  
Finding the maximum value of     0r Tk kk h x t P X x t  is equivalent to determining the 
maximum value of  max0r k kk h P X   . 
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Finding the minimum value of     0r Tk kk h x t P X x t  is equivalent to determining the 
minimum value of  min0r k kk h P X   .  
Define 
 1 max0min   for 0 ,r k kkk h P X k r       
 2 min0max   for 0 .r k kkk h P X k r       
Then,  






x t x t P X x t x t  

    
In the following, we will prove the asymptotic stability of the time-delay system (7) based 
on the Razumikhin theorem [5].  
Since  











      
The state equation of (7) with u=0 can be rewritten as 
       
 1 1 i
tr r
i j ij i i
i j t t
x t h h G D x t D x s ds
  
      
    
where ij i i jG A B F   
The derivative of V along the solutions of the unforced system (7) with 0u  is thus given by 





k k i i
k i
V x t h P X x t x t h P X x t x t x t 
 
           (41) 
       





1 1 1 1
,






tr r r r
T T
k k k k i j ij i i
k k i j t t
x t x t h P X x t





    
  
           





Then, based on assumption 1, an upper bound of  1 ,x z  obtained as: 







x z x t P X x t 

     (42) 
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and for  2 ,x t we can written as,  
          
 
        
2
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1
, 2  2
i
tr r r r r r
T T
i j k k ij i i j k k i
i j k i j kt t
r r
j
x t h h x h P X G D x t h h x t h P X D
h s h s G x s D x s s ds





     
 
     
      
   

 
          
 
        
2
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1
, 2  2
i
tr r r r r r
T T
i j k k ij i i j k k i
i j k i j k t t
r r
j
x t h h h x P X G D x t h h h x t P X D
h s h s G x s D x s s ds





      
 
     




Using the bounding method in(10), by setting  a x t and  ijb G x s , we have 
 
        
 
                
 






















x t P X D h s h s G x s ds
t x t X x t x t Y P X D h s h s G x s ds




























     
 
Similarly, it holds that 
 
       
 
               
 




















j j j dij j j
jt t
x t P X D h s D x s s ds
t x t X x t x t Y P X D h s D x s s ds

















For any matrices ,  and di i dijX Y Z satisfying 
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     
 
Hence, substituting (44) and (45) into (43), we have 
        
             
 
       
 
1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
2
       2





i j k k ij i ai di
i j k
tr r r r
T
i k i k i
i k t t
tr r r r
T T
i k ai
i k t t
V P h h h x t P X G D X X x t
h h x t Y P X D h s h s G x s D x s s ds
h h h s h s x s G Z G x s ds

    
 





   
   
       






       
 1 1 1




i k j j j dij j j
i k jt t




   
 
         
               







       
       




i j k ij ij k i i aij di
i j
r TT T







P h h x t P X G G P X Y Y X X x t
h x t Y P X D S Y P X D x t x t t S x t t
h h s h s x s G Z G x s ds
h h s x

    
 
  





          










j j dij j j
i jt t






Note that, by Shur complement, the LMI in (34) implies   0iL   for a sufficiently small 
scalar 0  , where 
       
           1 2 1 1
T T
i k ij ij k i i aij di
T
i k i i i k i k
L P P X G G P X Y Y X X
Y P X D S Y P X D x t P X
   
     
        
         
 
In order to use the Razumikhin Theorem, suppose        1V x t V x t    for 
,0     . Then, if the LMIs in (35)–(39) also hold, we have from (46) that  
         
               






       1




i j k ij ij k i i aij di
i j
r TT T




i i k i k
i i t t
V h h x t P X G G P X Y Y X X x t
h x t Y P X D S Y P X D x t x t P X x t
h t x t P X x t h x s P X x s ds

  
   





         
          
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         
               





     
       1
      1 1
r
T T T
i k i i k i i ai di
i
r TT T




h x t P X A A P X Y Y X X x t
h x t Y P X D S Y P X D x t x t P X x t
x t P X x t x t P X x t
  
   




         
          
     

  
     
1
     










which shows the motion of the unforced system (7) with u = 0 is uniformly asymptotically 
stable. This completes the proof. 
6. Robust stability condition with PDC controller 
Consider the closed-loop system (5). A sufficient robust stability condition for Time-delay 
system is given follow.  
Theorem 5 
Under assumption 1, and assumption 2 and for given 0 1  , the Takagi-Sugeno system  
(5) is stable if there exist positive definite symmetric matrices , 1,2, ,kP k r  , and ,R  
matrices 1 , , rF F  such that the following LMIs hols. 
  0, 1, ,kP R k r    (47) 
 0,    1,2, ,jP R j r     (48) 
 




















with   
       1 TT Tii k k ii k ai ai bi i bi iP G P R P R G P R E E E F E F                  
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for , , 1,2, ,  such that 
k ai aj k bi bj k di di di
I
I










     









         
   
2 2 2
T
Tij ji ij ji
k k k ai aj ai aj
T T
bi j bj i bi j bj i
G G G G
P R P R P R E E E E
E F E F E F E F
                          
   
 
where   
1
r
ij i i j m i m
m
G A B F h z t B K

        ,   1
r
ii i i i m i m
m
G A B F h z t B K







P P R 

   
Proof 
Let consider the Lyapunov function in the following form: 





V x t h z t V x t

   (51) 
with 
        ,   1,2, ,Tk kV x t x t P R x t k r      
where  
 , ,  0 1, 1 ,  and 0,    1,2, ,T Tk k kP P R R P R k r             . 
The time derivative of   V x t with respect to t  along the trajectory of the system (21) is 
given by:  
               
1 1
r r
k k k k
k k
V x t h z t V x t h z t V x t
 
     (52) 
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The equation (52) can be rewritten as, 
 
                  
       
1 1
1
            
r r
T T






V x t x t h z t P R x t x t h z t P R x t





               






By substituting (5) into (53), we obtain,  
         1 2 3, , ,V x t x z x z x z       (54) 
where 







x z x t h z t P R x t

          (55) 
 
                
         



















k i ai bi k






x z x t h z t h z t G P R P R G x t
E
x t h z t h z t D D P R
E F
E
P R D D x t
E F







     
                  




            









i k k di di di i
k i
z t h z t D E P R x t










       
    
  
    
    


















k di di di
Tii
di di di k
T
ii k k ii
T
aiai
ai bi k k ai bi
bi bi i
x z h z t h z t
x t x t t
P R D E
D E P R
G P R P R G
E









   
   
          
    
















G A B F h z t B K

              
       
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                  












T ij ji ij ji
k i j k k




k i j ai bi k
bi jk i i j bi
k ai bi
G G G G
x z x t h z t h z t h z t P R P R x t
E
x t h z t h z t h z t D D P R
E F






                      






            










bi j k i i jbi
T
aj aj aj aj
aj bj k k aj bj
bj bj i bj bj i
E
x t x t h z t h z t h z t
E F
E E
D D P R P R D D
E F E F
 
 
                  




               












i k k di di di i
k i
r
ij i i j m i m
m
x t
x t t h z t h z t D E P R x t
x t h z t h z t P R D E x t t







   
   





          
    
  
    














k i j ij
k i i j
T T T
i
k di di di
Tij
di di di k
T





x z h z t h z t h z t
x t x t t
P R D E
D E P R
G G G G









   
   
          
                     
       


   







k k ai bi
bi j bi jbi
T
aj aj aj aj
aj bj k k aj bj
bj bj i bj bj i
E
P R P R D D
E F E F
E E
D D P R P R D D
E F E F
 
 
                                    
                                           
        
 
Then, based on assumption 1, an upper bound of  1 ,x z  obtained as: 







x z x t P R x t 

     (58) 






h z t R R

    where R is any symmetric matrix of 
proper dimension.  
Adding R to (55), then 
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x z x t P R x t

            (59) 
Then,  







kV x t x xt P R t x z x z





     






where     
0
0
k di di di
T T T
di di di k
r
T




ai bi k k ai bi
bibi i bi i
H P R D E
E D P R
H P R G P R P R G
E E
D D P R P R D D






      
     




Then, based on Lemma 2, an upper bound of 11H  obtained as: 
       






k k ii k k ii k ai bi T
k bi
TT ai
ai bi i k
bi i
D
P R G P R P R G P R D D
D
E
E E F P R
E F




              




by Schur complement, we obtain, 
   1
0* 0
* *






       
  
with 
       1 TT Tii k k ii k ai ai bi i bi iP G P R P R G P R E E E F E F                  
   






ai ajij ji ij ji
k k ai aj bi bj
bi bj
T
ai aj ai aj a
k k ai aj bi bj
bi j bj i bi bj
G G G G
P R P R D D D D
E E E
P R P R D D D D
E F E F
 
 
                                          
                                
0
i aj
bi j bj i
E
E F E F
         

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Then, based on Lemma 2, an upper bound of  1 ,x z  obtained as: 
     





ai ajij ji ij ji
k k k ai aj bi bj T T
bi bj
T T ai aj
ai aj bi j bj i k
bi j bj i
D DG G G G
P R P R P R D D D D
D D
E E
E E E F E F P R
E F E F
   
 
                           
                

 
by Schur complement, we obtain, 
     2
0* 0
* *






          
  
with  
         
   
2 2 2
T
Tij ji ij ji
k k k ai aj ai aj
T T
bi j bj i bi j bj i
G G G G
P R P R P R E E E E
E F E F E F E F
                          
   
 
If (49) and (50) holds, the time derivative of the fuzzy Lyapunov function is negative. 
Consequently, we have     0V x t   and the closed loop fuzzy system (5) is stable. This is 
complete the proof. 
7. Numerical examples  
Consider the following T-S fuzzy system: 





x t h z t A x t

  (60) 
with: 2r   
the premise functions are given by: 




     
; 

















    
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Figure 1. State variables 
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the state variables. As can be seen, the conservatism 
reduction leads to very interesting results regarding fast convergence of this Takagi-Sugeno 
fuzzy system. 
In order to show the improvements of proposed approaches over some existing results, in 
this section, we present a numerical example, which concern the feasibility of a time delay T-
S fuzzy system. Indeed, we compare our fuzzy Lyapunov-Razumikhin approach (Theorem 
3.1) with the Lemma 2.2 in [9].  
Example 2. Consider the following T-S fuzzy system with u=0: 
           2
1
,i i i i
i
x t h z t A x t D x t t























     
 
with the following membership functions : 
 21 1sin 0.5 ;h x        22 1cos 0.5 .h x   
Assume that       1 20.5 sin 1i t x t x t     where      1 2, Tx t x t x t    . Then, 
  0.5i t   . Table 1. shows that our approach is less conservative than Lemma 2.2.  
given in [9]. 
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Methods max  
Lemma 2.1 0.6308 
Theorem 3.1 +   
Table 1. Comparison results of maximum  for Example 1 
The LMIs in (34)-(39) are feasible by choosing ,ai aX X ,di dX X ,iY Y ,aij aZ Z ,dij dZ Z  









































    
 
8. Conclusion 
This chapter provided new conditions for the stabilization with a PDC controller of Takagi-
Sugeno fuzzy systems with time delay in terms of a combination of the Razumikhin 
theorem and the use of non-quadratic Lyapunov function as Fuzzy Lyapunov function. In 
addition, the time derivative of membership function is considered by the PDC fuzzy 
controller in order to facilitate the stability analysis. An approach to design an observer is 
derived in order to estimate variable states. In addition, a new condition of the stabilization 
of uncertain system is given in this chapter.  
The stabilization condition proposed in this note is less conservative than some of those in 
the literature, which has been illustrated via examples. 
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